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CHAPTERR FOUR 

POSTSTRUCTURALISTT ANALYTIC S AND VIOLENCE 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Ann understanding of semiotics is essential for an appreciation of postmodernism. Not only do 
thee arguments of well-known postmodernist thinkers, such as Derrida, rely on a knowledge of 
semiotics,, but the entire trajectory of thought that began with poststructuralism draws on the 
internall  critiques of semiotic models. Because the debates surrounding the demise of 
structuralismm and the rise of postmodern ideas were centered in France, particularly in the 
milieuu of the Parisian intellectual, taking up popularized postmodernist ideas whole cloth 
withoutt an understanding of this context can result in serious blunders (Gottdiener 1995: 3). 

Whenn text takes the place of speech, something important occurs. In speech, the interlocutors 
aree present not only to one another, but also to the situation, the surroundings, and the 
circumstantiall  milieu of discourse. It is in relation to this circumstantial milieu that discourse 
iss fully meaningful: the return to reality is ultimately a return to this reality, which can be 
indicatedd 'around" the speakers, 'around', if we may say so. the instance of discourse itself. 
Languagee is, moreover, well equipped to secure this anchorage. Demonstratives, adverbs of 
timee and place, personal pronouns, verbal tenses, and in general all the 'deictic' and 
'ostensive'' indicators serve to anchor discourse in the circumstantial reality which surrounds 
thee instance of discourse. Thus, in living speech, ihe ideal sense of what is said turns towards 
thee real reference, towards that 'about which' we speak. At the limit, this real reference tends 
too merge with an ostensive designation where speech rejoins the gesture of pointing. Sense 
fadess into reference and the latter into the act of showing. This is no longer the case when the 
textt takes the place of speech. The movement of reference towards the act of showing is 
intercepted,, at the same time as dialogue [an exchange of questions and answers] is 
interruptedd by text (Ricoeur 1991:41). 

...itt seems that reading is the concrete act in which the destiny of the text is fulfilled. It is at 
thee very heart of reading that explanation and interpretation are indefinitely opposed and 
reconciledd (Ibid: 63). 

II  do my best here to avoid the heavy use of jargon and abstractions that is commonly associated with many 

poststructuralistt and postmodernist writings, a problem that also applies to the work of someone like Allan 

Feldman.. And wherever jargon is used I try and elucidate as far as possible without being accused of 

digression,, while abstractions are interwoven with experiential narratives, so as to communicate with a wider 

audiencee rather than only with an initiated few. Keeping to this tack. Steven Best and Douglas Kellnerpresent 
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aa lucid outline of poststructuralism and postmodernism. 

Poststructuralismm forms part of the matrix o f postmodern theory, and while the theoretical 

breakss described as postmodern are directly related to poststructuralist critiques, we shall 

interprett poststructuralism as a subset of a broader range o f theoretical, cultural, and social 

tendenciess which constitute postmodern discourses. Thus, in our view, postmodern theory is a 

moree inclusive phenomenon than poststructuralism which we interpret as a critique o f modern 

theoryy and a production o f new models of thought, writ ing, and subjectivity, some o f which 

aree later taken up by postmodern theory (Best and Ke liner 199] :25). 

Ass discussed in the introductory chapter, the textual representation o f experiential and narrative realities in 

timess of war is a key component o f this book. Meanwhile, poststructuralist interrogations o f textuality raise 

basicc questions about the possibilities and limits o f meaning in representations o f the past. Poststructuralist 

textuall criticism involves the deconstruction of discourses, symbols, situated practices and actions, fi lms, 

photographs,, the body. art. poetry, authorship, etc' and poststructuralist critics also concern themselves with 

thee contextualizing o\' texts. However, in many poststructuralist and postmodern writings, there is a rather 

narroww disposition towards mere discourse and language games, at the expense of more politically and socially 

engagedd (and responsible) research. It is my intention therefore, to produce a somewhat different text, where 

muchh o\' the abstractions discussed herein, whether poststructuralist or otherwise, deal very much with 

experientiall and narrative 'realities' o f the most brutal and inhuman kind. 'Realities', which indeed give rise to 

manvv ethical and moral questions at a human civilisational level, some o f which are dealt with in the epilogue. 

Beforee moving on to such a value-laden and socio-politically pertinent discussion, a basic exposé o f 

poststructuralistt analytics and the abstract concepts used herein is warranted - including the application o f the 

socio-semioticc approach a la Gottdiener. His work involves a materialist approach to culture and semiotics 

throughh postmodern insights - which explicitly "relates symbolic processes to social context, and in addition, 

seekss to 'socialise' the domain o f culture by linking it to the exo-semiotic realms o f economic development 

11 For example Paul Ricoeur's hermeneutics of practice and action, and Alan Feldman's hermeneutics ol the 

body,, are both interpreted in a textual context. 
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andd political confl ict" (Gottdiener I995:\ i i ) . Semiotics has been developed into an important aspect o f 

poststructuralistt criticism. And involves an examination of "contemporary life as a system of signs and has 

beenn a major tool o f demystifying cultural critique", as in the work o f the specialist Roland Barthes (Marcus 

andd Fischer 1986:114). Barthes 'rediscovered' and extended the original work written (in French) at the turn o f 

thee century by the father o f modern linguistic theory Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), by applying 

linguisticc analysis to the study o f culture. For example, the idea that ihesignified (i.e. the meaning called forth 

inn the mind of the recipient resulting from the stimulation o f the signifier) o f each signifier (i.e. or the sound-

imagee or acoustic image o f the spoken word as heard by the recipient o f a message) is another signifier in turn. 

Ann approach which originates from the pioneering work o f de Saussure concerning, the development o f a 

generall theory o f natural languages (where a sign is denoted by the combination or unity of signifier and 

signified).. Best and Keliner note that: 

Saussuree nonetheless believed that speech gives presence to the world, that the sign has a 
naturall and immediate relation to its referent, and that the signifier stands in a unitary and 
stablee relationship with the signified... By contrast, later poststructwalists would emphasize, 
inin a far more radical way than structuralists and semioticians. the arbitrary, differential, and 
non-referentialnon-referential character of the sign [emphasis added] (Best and Keliner 1991:20). 

Accordingg to the well-known generalist Giddens (1991:749) semiotics is the study o f the ways in which non-

linguisticc phenomena can generate meaning. It is a style, which has led from Todorov,2 Meeker. Sahlins and 

Price,, back to Rosaldo. and involves synchronic analysis and textual criticism, 

thatt can in fact assimilate and explain the particulars o f historic events and the social changes 
thaii they register; and works that show how indigenous discourses concerning the past can 
bothh serve collective memory and be the media for debates and political struggles about 
authoritativee interpretations of present circumstances (Marcus and Fischer 1986: 98). 

Gottdienerr on the other hand develops a 'postmodern' socio-semiotic approach that borrows more from the 

22 Todorov's work portrays the more fluid analytical framework o f poststructuralist semiotics (Marcus and 

Fischerr 1986:105. Atkinson 1991:62-63,97-98). 
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workk ol' the American philosopher Charles Sanders Pierce (1839-1914) and distances his work trom (he 

nihilistt deconstruction and reductionist textual analysis of latter-day poststructuralists. In true eclectic fashion 

though.. I borrow from Goitdiener"s socio-semiotic insights, while at the same time approaching the problem of 

textuall  representation through the poststructuralist hermeneutics of Ricoeur. So rather than ignoring the 

relationss between symbolic and material culture, and focusing only on consciousness, or vice versa. I take on 

aspectss of both ranges of phenomena in a discussion of political violence and its cultural constructions. 

II  would like to reflect here on some related theoretical and conceptual issues. In academia theories and 

conceptuall  debates (all of which remain unresolved), surrounding nationalism, ethnicity, ethnic conflict, 

nationhood,, statehood, nation-states, sovereignty, etc, abound- and much is the confusion and ambivalence as 

aa result. Some ol'these debates are interesting from the point of view of this chapter, insofar as they highlight 

certainn issues that underlie a seemingly bland notion, such as 'Tamil Nationalism'. 

Thee linchpin of contemporary Tamil separatist-nationalism is spearheaded by the LTTE's principle of 

establishingg the separate Malt' of Thumil Eelam (or Tamil Eelam - with the latter being an old reference to the 

islandd of Cevlon in Tamil), in what has been identified as a Tamil homeland in North-eastern Sri Lanka. The 

separatistt element of Tamil Nationalism' espoused by the LTTE first emerged through the protests of the 

Blackk Flag Movement in the early 1970s. The concept of separatism was adopted by all the multifarious and 

embryonicc Tamil political and paramilitary groups, which existed till such time as the LTTE began to put each 

onee 'out of business', one at a time from the mid-1980s onwards. Today, the LTTE has 'cornered' the 

inalienablee right of the Tamil people to establish a separate state'. However, many of their erstwhile allies (in 

thee heady days when the umbrella organisation the Eelam National Liberation Front or ENLF was in 

operation)) have opted today for a compromise position. That is in accepting devolution of powers and 

resourcess from the Sinhala dominated, sovereign state of Sri Lanka, in exchange for abandoning separatism 

andd warfare. Whether the LTTE too is willing to take up a more 'accommodating stance' vis-a-vis the call for 
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Edam,, remains to be seen. The failure of each previous peace negotiations initiated -another round* of fighting 

betweenn the forces of the LTTE and the government. 

Veryy clearly, the notion of.sovereign and unitary statehood is extremely important in the context of the 

Srii  Lankan embroglio and its accompanying political violence. In situations like that of Sri Lanka, statehood\s 

veryy often equated with nationhood. Milton J. Esman notes in relation to this point that: 

Duriniii  the past two centuries the territorial state, while facilitating the processes of social and 
economicc modernization, has become the universal unit of macropolitics. The world is 
dividedd into territorially bounded states whose claims to sovereignty over all the peoples 
withinn their borders are recognized as legitimate by international law and practice. Thus the 
territoriall  state has everywhere become the arena in which competing ethnic group claims are 
asserted,, contested and regulated (Esman 1994: 18). 

Ass illustrated by the quote from Esman the concept of statehood is defined along politico-legal lines and deals 

quitee specifically with territoriality. Hence the jostling for control over territory, by whatever means possible, 

betweenn contending -nationalisms' and political aspirations in conflicts as diverse and complex. For example: 

Israell  and Palestine; Ecuador and Peru; Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland; Muslims, Croats and 

Serbss in Bosnia-Hercegovina and elsewhere in former Yugoslavia; to name but a handful among a whole 

plethoraa of others. Albeit positioned somewhat simplistically here as binaries for the sake of the argument, at 

thee expense of heterogeneity and detail. 

Whilee 'statehood' follows a politico-le&il trajectory, the populist appeal and grip that -nationhood' 

exhorts,, is along less clearly defined politico-cultural lines. Political violence always follows in the wake of 

thee breakdown of dialogue and increased intolerance and/or threats (real or imagined) by perceived 'enemies'. 

AA major methodological problem in research on violence, is that of inconsistent definitions, where "a central 

problemm is in the distinction between the behaviour and the influences and evaluations of its observers" 

(Drinkwaterr and Gudjonsson 1992: 289-290). In other words, interpretations of'violence' differ according to 

thee interactions, backgrounds and judgements, of different researchers - i.e. there is a strong subjective 

elementt in such research. 
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Thee concept of violence and other related phenomena like anger, tear, aggression, terror, hatred and 

revengee are inherently problematic owing to their vagueness and manifold meanings. From a theoretical 

standpointt - while expressing dissatisfaction over problems of inconsistent definitions raised by relativity, 

ambiguityy and diversity of meanings - researchers must exercise caution. The very inconclusiveness of 

academicc theories and debates should serve to discourage premature and simplistic verdicts. Nevertheless for 

thee sake of the discussion, in this text I use the following outline, as a sounding board. 

Myy focus is confined to political violence and its heterogeneous phenomena, which involve the 

performancee (including theatrical and spectacular elements) of violence as an explicit political tool (eg. in 

orderr to communicate and carry out strategic and/or tactical manoeuvres). However, even in this context, it is 

difficul tt to avoid inconsistent and misleading terms. Therefore, while expressing the need fora consistent and 

widelyy accepted analytic categorisation, the following tentative, working definition of political violence is 

presented.. I define political violence as a process where the deliberate use and/or the threat of force is carried 

out.out. with an intention to cause death, and/or injury, and/or destruction of'person(s), property and interests, by 

organisedorganised groups or members of such entities, to their perceived political enemies The term 'injury' (used in 

thee definition), refers both to physical 'damage" or 'hurt' as well as to psychological 'trauma' {e.g. PTSS or 

post-traumaticc stress syndrome - which is brought about as a result of torture, and/or participation in/exposure 

to.. 'violent' actions)3. Such collective actions of violence within polities, involve electoral violence, riots. 

rebellions,, civil wars, low intensity conflicts and the like (c/. Rule 1988:xi.l 1). 

MYY definition of political violence is designed to cover politically motivated, violent acts carried out 

-'-' Buss has noted that there are problems in defining harm, which includes both physical and psychological 
harmm (Buss 1971: 7-18). These problems apply in turn to the element of'injury', which in this paper refers to 
physicall  damage or hurt as well as psychological trauma. One of the methods of assuaging the problems that 
arisee from such a definition as the one used in this chapter is to apply a legally accepted definition of the terms: 
physicall  damage or hurt and psychological trauma. What is urgently needed is an international covenant that 
clearlyy defines such terms, especially in the context of civil wars and low intensity conflict. 
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hvhv members of judicially accountable (i.e. regular armed forces) and extra-judicial (i.e. death squads and 

irregulars;irregulars; slate forces, private armies run by politicians, as well as those hv anti-slate paramilitary groups, in 

thethe manoeuvring for power. Here, the use o f weapons adds an 'armed' component to such x ts . Political 

violencee therefore, is always aimed towards the detriment and coercion o f perceived enemies. Furthermore, 

thee aims o f political violence are political (insofar as they pertain to policies and intrigues of state and anti-

statee actors), and are continuations of political affairs by means other than dialogue, debate, discussion, 

accommodationn and compromise. This definition o f political violence also covers phenomena of ethnic riots 

andd political rape (as observed for example in Bangladesh during the war o f liberation in 1971, Bosnia-

Hercegovina44 and Pakistan in the 1990s, where female members o f families belonging to perceived political 

opponentss have been systematically raped). In the case o f Sri Lanka, statistics on political rape have not beai 

compiledd in any systematic manner (either on a regional or island wide basis), which does not mean that it 

doess not happen. 

Inn addition, hatred and revenge/counter-revenge killings are two other important considerations, that 

needd to be taken into account when analysing a problem as complex as political violence. Furthermore, the 

fieldd o f popular culture in particular remains a contentious battleground. For example, 'cultural constructions' 

o ff political violence, which involve cognitive, mythical and popular aspects o f physically experienced 

practices,, have an enormous impact. -Cultural constructions' of political violence also include, to a large part, 

violencee perpetrated against the body and its demonstration and (macabre) display. Through demonstration 

andd display of 'end results' {i.e. through images and/or narratives), cultural constructions o f political violence 

44 In this respect, the case of Bosnia-Hercegovina is unprecedented, where more than 20,000 Musl im women 

aree reported to have been systematically subjected to political rape by Serbian soldiers and irregulars up to 

19933 (Conclusion of a series'of BBC World Service Radio Reports, on the findings o f a Special Human Rights 

Commission,, assigned to investigate the issue of political rape in Bosnia-Hercegovina). Rape was used here as 

aa tool of war in order to 'defeafthe enemy". Abo see the article by Silva Meznaric (1994) on 'Gender as an 

Ethno-Marker:: Rape. War, and Identity Politics in Former Yugoslavia' in a volume edited by Valentine 

Moghadam.. as well as Rape Warfare Beverly Allen (1996). 
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arcc given meaning. Mutilation and dismemberment of the l iving and dead, torture, burning, beating, rape, and 

disappearance,, are all situated practices of violence that involve the body in ons way or another. Torture in 

particular,, is a system of persecution that deploys organised violence as a tactical measure to extract truth and 

submission55 (de Silva 1993). What is at stake in the current conflict between the L I T E and the sovereign 

nation-statee of Sri Lanka/rival Tamil paramilitary groups, is hegemony over geographical territory or space. 

andd monopoly ovev power and resources (including human). And in order to achieve these ends, all parties 

concernedd have at one lime or another used the option of political violence, in opposition to dialogue, 

compromisee and negotiated political settlement. 

Inn terms o f situated practices o f political violence, it is my experience, that economic factors are/JO/ 

thee onlv or primary source of mobilisation among new recruits of the various Tamil paramilitary groups. 

Aestheticss and semiotics o f political violence, together with narratives, rumours and rhetoric of and about 

paramilitariess (at the local/regional level), play quite a significant role, rather than the prospect of. for instance, 

obtainingg a job or a plot o f cultivable land6 in a newly independent (separate) state, o f Eelam (in the Tamil 

context).. I argue in this fashion because the immediate impact of seeing, feeling and hearing, is greater than a 

sheett o f statistics. Nevertheless. 1 hasten to add. that the longer term impact of economic deprivation, is felt 

moree (i.e. in day-to-day aspects o f l iving) by victims of political violence. 

Leii me elaborate on the argument that economic factors play a less spectacular role in the landscape 

-ss As far as the government o f Sri Lanka is concerned, torture is prohibited by Article I I of the 1978 

Constitution,, the Penal Code and the Police Ordinance. In spite of these considerable legal safeguards, torture 

liass been used and continues to be used by the country's armed forces and police with impunity. And as far as 

anti-statee paramilitaries are concerned, there is absolutely no convention (local or international) that prohibits 

thee use o f torture. This illustrates glaring deficiencies in [he implementation o f existing constitutional and legal 

safeguardss vis-a-vis the state, and the dire need for an international covenant that hinds anti-state forces as 

well ,, to acceptable standards of behavior in the eyes o f the world community. 

66 Such ideas were however entertained and discussed by paramilitaries from the EPRLF and ENDLF. upon 

theirr respective successes in the North-East Provincial Council elections of 1988/89. 
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off political violence, when compared to aesthetics, semiotics, narratives and rhetoric (i.e. the cognitive and 

affectivee dimensions o f culture). By -spectacular". I mean tint economic factors have less of a visual impact 

image-wisee and therefore do not enable a strong grip on the imagination and attention o f people, as opposed to 

thee gory imagery of situated practices of political violence. For example, it was not economic factors that 

promptedd people to come up with the rather cryptic saying that: 'we open our mouths only to eat'- during the 

heightt o f the Sri Lankan military campaign against the JVP and during the LTTE's current reign over parts o f 

thee north and east. However what is interesting here, is the manner in which economic issues can also be 

incorporatedd into cultural constructions o f political violence. For example, a selective representation o f 

(glossy)) photographs of burnt out school buildings, office blocks or factories provide a visual framework o f 

economicc loss, at the local level. Around such a framework, either the state or paramilitaries can organise and 

launchh a recruitment drive or justify further military actions. This is a classic example o f '1iow different 

cuhiirulcuhiirul constructions of reality affect social action" [emphasis added] (Marcus and Fischer 1986: 25) - in this 

case,, economic loss at the local level. In the context o f this text, social action is synonymous with political 

violence. violence. 

Thee discourse of paramilitaries (at the level of ideology) is also transmitted effectively through such 

spectacularr events. Most paramilitary groups attempt high visibility operations in order to posit themselves as 

'thee best' in front of their prospective supporters and cadres, who are in fact spectators. This tactic is used 

wheneverr popular support for the paramilitaries seems to be waning. Aesthetics and semiotics of violence are 

categoriess that come under the rubric o f culture and warrant a broad but workable definiticn o f culture, which 

coverss political violence in all its forms and aspects. Such a definition must not only take into account 

phenomenaa of cognition but also phenomena of affect or emotion. 

Whenn considering the counter-hegemonic challenge of Tamil paramilitary organisations - this means 

thatt in order to ' w i n ' economic, politico-cultural and legal hegemony over the Tamil polity - paramilitaries 
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engagee in a process of l inking cognitive aspects of their struggle with affective dimensions of popular culture. 

Inn other words, conscious efforts are made in order to 'capture the popular imagination', which helps to make 

theirr challenge all the more effective. Similarly, the policy makers and strategists of Sri Lankan armed forces 

alsoo engage in similar tactics, in order to gather support and credibility for its 'handling o f the crisis*. The same 

cann be said o f the JVP's campaigning during its two abortive insurrectionary attempts at the capture o f state 

power.. In other words, landscapes of violence are the experiential spaces where struggles for political power 

takee place. And ' in the eyes of the strategists, seems to be the capture of the high ground in the field o f 

culture,, in combination with successes 'on the (battle) field'. 

Situatedd practices on the other hand, are actions, which take place at locations or sites of political 

violencee and are organised by culturally situated meanings. Situated practices of politically motivated violence 

takee place at the local level, and refer to the 'here and now' o f violent acts. These acts take place in situations 

o ff civil war, ethnic conflict, insurrection, national liberation struggle or in the day-to-day maintenance o f ' l a w 

andd order', and need to be understood before they can be 'tackled' in any meaningful sense. At the local level, 

storiess or narratives, many in the form of rumours give a body or textual quality to these notions. Al lan 

l-'eldmann observes that these narratives "are organized around the polarity of free-floating, invisible random 

violencee and the gravity o f mutilated corpses and defiled space" (Feldman 1991:63). 1 prefer to use the rather 

unwieldyy term -situated practices" here, precisely because of the very physical nature of such actions or 

practices,, w hich invariably involves a locus or situation. 

Whatt encouraged me to take on board the concept of 'cul tura l constructions of political violence' were 

thesee culturallv situated meanings (i.e. meanings that are drawn from a very specific cultural context). And 

thenn relations to politically organised patterns of symbolic imagery (e.g. the LTTE's role in Jaffna, as viewed 

inn the BBC documentary: Inside Story. Suicide Killers 1991), ' inventive' narratives and rumours. Accordingly, 

'culture'' plavs an integral role in such constructions and practices o f political violence. 1 hasten to add. that I 
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doo not take a cultural deterministic line here, but instead argue, that culturally-situated meanings, of situated 

practicess of political violence, are seen as outcomes (and not 'sources' or 'roots') of hegemonic and counter-

hegemonicc manoeuvrings for power (which include economic dimensions). 

MimesisMimesis and Situated Practices of Political Violence 

AA semiotics of violence in the context of this text involves symbolic meanings that are embedded in situated 

locall  and institutional (state and paramilitary) practices of political violence- i.e. symbolic meanings that have 

veryy real manifestations at the physical, cultural and socio-political realms. Expressive modes of rhetoric and 

powerr (e.g. the body as animated text) are important to my discussion of representation and in the analysis of 

selectivee narrative memories pertaining to politica! violence and conflict in Sri Lanka. In this context. Linda 

Hutcheonn makes an important point. 

Too say that the past is only known to us through textual traces is not, however, the same as 
sayingg that the past is only textual, as the semiotic idealism of some forms of 
poststructuralismm seems to assert. This ontological reduction is not the point of 
postmodernism:: past events existed empirically, but in epistemological terms we can only 
knoww them today through texts. Past events are given meaning, not existence, by their 
representationn in history (Hutcheon 1991:81-82). 

II  hasten to add that 1 do not use such an idealistic (semiotic or any other) form of poststructuralism, as 

describedd by Hutcheon. nor do 1 limit my discussion only to the textual realm. Instead, I attempt to give 

meaningg to the representations of existential 'realities' made in this text- which pertain to the 'here and now' 

off  specific times and spaces in a Sri Lankan 'history' of political violence. These representations are drawn 

fromm a wide range of phenomena including experiential narratives and covers visual, audio and audio-visual 

material.. As mentioned before in the introduction, I rely from time to time on the concepts of mimesis and 

representationrepresentation in my analysis. Jieorised in Ricoeur's poststructuralist hermeneutics. However, before I embark 

onn a theoretical elaboration of these two concepts, a brief impression of hermeneutics a la Ricoeur is helpful. 

Itt is the task of hermeneutics...to reconstruct the set of operations by means of which a work 
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arisess from the opaque depths of living, acting, and suffering, to be given by an author to 
readerss who receive it and thereby change their own actions...For hermeneutics. ...which 
seekss to reconstruct the «hole arc of operations by which practical experience is turned into 
works,, authors, and readers, there is neither an inside nor an outside to the work - the 
distinctionn of inside and outside being a methodological artefact - instead, there is a concrete 
processs in which the textual configuration conjoins the practical prefiguration and the 
practicall  transfiguration (Ricoeur 1991:139-140). 

Basingg his analysis on Aristotelian terminology, Ricoeur states that his central concern with the discussion of 

mimesismimesis - i.e. its task of injecting polysemy (namely, the ambiguous character of the signifier and the 

likelihoodd or very real possibility that any given signifier would be interpreted as linked to a different signified 

byy different people or the nndiivocul aspects of the sign a la Bakhtin) and mobility into the concept of 

representationrepresentation - is the idea of a "creative imitation". Ricoeur's objective is to break out of the impossibility of 

'representativee illusion.' Where, philosophers purport that it is not possible to unite "the interiority of a mental 

imagee in the mind and the exteriority of something real that would govern from outside the play of the mental 

scenee within a single entity or 'representation'" (Ibid: 137). In lay terms, and within the context of this book, it 

wouldd be the problem of representing experiential phenomena of political violence in a given time, space, 

locality,, society, politics and cultural context in textual foim. so as to provide readers with an entirely 

,, 'adequate' or 'totally sense-perceptible' basis of understanding or 'knowing' such realities. To take 

 verv specific example, how do I explain or convey 'truthfully', 'adequately" or in a 'totally sense-

perceptible'' manner to readers, the disgustingly foul smell cum taste of rotting human flesh, the residue of 

whichh lasts for weeks on the palate (around the hard palate in the roof of the mouth)? As any mortician, 

forensicc scientist/anthropologist or agent/witness of violent death and delayed burial/cremation or exhumation 

wouldd verify. And tie this very personal sensory perception into a holistic analysis of political violence and its 

consequencess (e.g. human rights violations and crimes against humanity) in Sri Lanka? 

Ricoeurr states that his "project will be to try to extricate representation from the impasse to which it 

hass been relegated, to return it to its field of play, without, however, in any way weakening the critique [ot 
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representativee illusion]...by tying its fate to that of the term mimesis, which seems...less shut-in. less locked-

up,, and richer in polysemy, hence more mobile and more mobilizing for a sortie out of the representative 

illusion""  (Ibid). In attempting to do so, Ricoeur threads thiee terms poeisis, mythos (or sustasis) and mimesis 

together,, where each must be understood in terms of its relations with the others, and where all are connected 

XoXo praxis. Poeisis is a production activity, that is, the human activity of arranging or 'composing' incidents into 

aa 'plot" or narrative scheme of events that run through a text. Mythos/sustasis is the arrangement or 

'composition'' of incidents. Mimesis is the (creative) imitation of action. And Praxis of course refers to 

practice.. In Ricoeur's thinking, it is by being qualified in terms of practice, that mimesis may open out a range 

off  meanings, that are -liberated from the illusion of representation" (what I would call conjecture). Ricoeur 

thenn uoes on to elaborate on the polysemy or multiple meanings of mimesis in terms of three moments, which 

hee half-seriously identifies as mimesis I, mimesis2, and mimesisj. 

Unfortunately,, since Ricoeur is predominantly concerned with the issue of textual representation and 

itss relations vis-a-vis the mental plane, other phenomena dealt with by the socio-semiotics of Gottdiener 

concerningg societal and political impact is neglected. In order to redress the balance, a discussion of Ricoeur's 

conceptualisationn of mimesis outside the bounds of the text is warranted. Before I go into this discussion, let 

mee point out (i.e. by 'qualifying in terms of practice') -that in relation to this text puds is refers to my authorial 

compositionn of 'realities' of political violence (through the action of writing), which I (subjectively) give 

meanin»» to and weave (or 'emplot') into a textualised narrative. Feldman draws on this line of Ricoeur. to 

describee violence as "a genre of emplotted action" (Feldman 1991:14). MythosAustasis then, refers to the act 

off  writing. And mimesis refers to a textual strategy that 1 adopt in order to represent 'realities' of political 

violence,, and its spread and impact, through an analysis of its 'creative imitation" - by combatants and 

spectatorss alike. 

Iff  Ricoeur's formulation of textual hermeneutics is used in real-life to examine very specific aspects of 
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Tamill  paramilitary nationalism, then warfare forms the larger rubric of human action or production or tor the 

sakee of the argument, poeisis. And within the aegis of warfare, the specialised aspect of training takes pride of 

place.. Where would-be or wanna-be paramilitaries are put through their paces in an organised, well-ordered 

andd thought-out activity of emplotment or mythos. which in turn enables creative imitation or mimesis to take 

placee on the field of action - e.g. the battlefield, the site of assassination, suicide-bombing or some other 

spectacularr operation. 

Formationss of images and space play an important role in the impact of aesthetics of political 

violence.. For example masked images of (government) death squad members and paramilitaries (i.e. from both 

thee élite 'Black Tigers' of the LTTE and the JVP). not only maintain an anonymity of political violence and its 

actors,, but also function as a central technique of "visual propaganda" (Feldman 1991:53). Feldman argues that 

inn the works of Hegel, Nietzsche, Lukacs and Foucault, "the formation of the body has been treated as the 

formationn of the political subject...this formation has been linked to specific spaces and spatial relations" (Ibid 

9).. Aesthetics of violence are invariably 'en-acted\ 'played out' or 'performed', at the audio-visual level. 

Semioticss of violence plays a significant role in this dimension and gives impetus or emphasis to the diverse 

'performances'' of the actors. As elaborated above, the body plays a very significant role in the diverse aspects 

o]~o]~ the aesthetics of violence. In this context the interplay of the body, semiotics and narration, relates 

significantlyy to the processes of political violence. An illustration of the importance of this interplay, is the care 

takenn b\ both the government of Sri Lanka and their Tamil paramilitary protagonists from the LTTE. to 

providee a shroud of secrecy, disinformation and even obscurity, in order to underplay the extent of ampuee 

casualtiess as a result of armed warfare in the north and east theatre of combat. In this case, disabled 

governmentt soldiers are sent back to their villages in the rural countryside and littl e else is heard about them, 

especiallyy at the centres of political power, unless of course there is a well-choreographed publicity drive tor 

electorall  or some other populist reason. If a follow up study of the exact numbers and other statistical details 
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suchh as the socio-economic and physical circumstances of the war-disabled were published, il would constitute 

aa tactical setback and a propaganda debacle for the political élites in power. And this would apply even more 

tellinglyy on a paramilitary organisation like the LTTE. Given its situational and logistical weakness of being 

unablee to care for the war-disabled while operating from the jungle hinterland with little access to medical and 

post-medicall infrastructure (in comparison with the resources of the government of Sri Lanka). And also 

becausee the LTTE maintains popularity predominantly by 'successfully resisting the Sinhalese-Sri Lankan 

military'' - i.e. quite literally 'through the barrel of the gun" and by victoriously/positively operating in the 

'combatt mode". 

Aestheticss and styles of 'sociability' that come into play with the practices and brutalisation of 

politicall violence, reflect hierarchical behavioural patterns, which embody daily realities and rituals of 

war/conflict.. Specific examples arc, captor-prisoner, interrogator-interrogated, torturer-victim, and 

executioner-condemnedd relations. These relations are governed by certain 'cultural' codes, such as the: 

Modulationn of voice (e.g. humble, reverential, fearful, trembling, low pitched); gestures (e.g. trembling, 

nervouss movements, twitching); manner or form of address and posture (e.g. the manner in which the head and 

bodyy is held); seating position (e.g. the prisoner being seated on the floor, while the captors stand or sit on 

chairs);; eve-contact (e.g. being downcast or shifty-eyed); self-esteem; and demeanour (e.g. visible display of 

fear,, despair or hopelessness). 

Thesee -cultural codes" would be in combination with physiological symptoms (e.g. sweating, crying, 

gasping,, retching, urinating and defecating). Conversely, on the part of captors, interrogates, torturers and/or 

executioners,, modulation of voice is more often than not high-pitched (generally screaming, shouting or 

yellingg abuse). And their behaviour is arrogant, stern and cynical or sometimes even bored. Here, gestures, 

manner/formm of address and posture, all indicate their authoritative position (i.e. with power over decisions of 

lifee and death or disability). Sitting positions also indicate authoritative and (sometimes) 'imperious' aspects. 
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Accordingg to the perceptions of some prisoners, the eye contact of certain captors move from a penetrative or 

accusativee gaze (i.e. during interrogation) to that of a bored bystander (when a prisoner is locked up in a 

prison).. The demeanour of the more compassionate agents of political violence (a relative minority), who look 

onn and participate, have 'remorseful" expressions on their faces (when the prisoner is not blindfolded). This 

indicatess a certain 'loss' of self-esteem due to moral guilt or at having to do a menial and degrading task. 

Otherss who form a 'majority' have no such conceptions of compassion or mercy, and carry on regardless of 

thee protestations and screams of agony made by their captives. My 'informal discussions' (which was the only 

possiblee method of communication) with victims of violence, and their narrative representations, form the 

basiss upon which these observations (on the aesthetics of political violence) were made. One of these 

'informants'' who was suffering badly from political violence related trauma, and was trembling and crying 

afterr each sentence, described how a death squad member treated him in a surprisingly kind fashion. My 

'informant'' was blindfolded at the time and could not see his captors. He gathered from the discussions 

betweenn his captor/would be executioners that they would stop off for a dawn tea break before taking him to 

ann appropriate location to be 'despatched'. The van, in which they were travelling halted at a wayside boutique 

andd during this stopover, the 'kind' captor was left on guard duty. He was 'kind' because he was the only one 

whoo did not abuse him verbally and (possibly) physically. My 'informant' thought he would try his kick and 

askedd his guard/captor for a cup of tea. who obligingly brought it. without any of the (usual) cursing and 

screamingg which followed any request made of the others. He then made another request for his handcuffs 

(attachedd to bars in the middle of the van. between driving and passenger compartments) to be removed, so 

thatt he could drink his tea, which was also complied with. Thereafter, the prisoner heard the 'guard' walk off, 

whichh made him decide to make his bid for freedom. My 'informant' said that his escape was 'made possible" 

throughh the actions of the 'kind' guard/captor, and because the sliding door of the van was facing theroad and 

nott the tea boutique. 
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Semioticss o f violence are visual in expression and impact, however ihiough narration (i.e. storytelling 

andd rumours), they transcend limitations o f the visual and achieve a wider range and impact, which cuts across 

thee graphic, the ideological and political 'barriers'. As far as narratives are concerned, they play a key role in 

thiss text, because o f their central role in cultural constructions of political violence. In other words, political 

violencee can be located and given a substance or body through narratives. And narratives o f political violence 

representedd in the form o f autobiographical anecdotes, have enabled me to ground theories and analyses. In 

thiss 'sense', narratives are part and parcel o f my package o f poststructuralist perspectives, which include 

semiotics,, hermeneutics. and aesthetics. Without narratives and narration (o f political violence) and their 

textuall representations, the concepts that I deal with here become meaningless. Situated practices o f political 

violencee (material conditions), narratives, narration and the impact o f their relations, involve culturally situated 

meaningss of language, (historical) memories, and symbols. An example o f specific language usage, which 

pertainss to political violence, is the word 'dumping'. This word has been used by all Tamil paramilitaries when 

referringg to (extra-judicial) executions, whether internally as a 'discipl ining' mechanism or o f captured 

'enemy'' prisoners and non-combatant civilians (who happened to be living in a contested space or locality). In 

closee combination with these narratives, comes a 'rhetoric o f political violence'. Here too semiotics plays a 

keyy role. By 'rhetoric of political violence', 1 mean the use of language and symbols to convey threats of 

violence,violence, which can involve mild acts o f physical hurt, symbolic acts at the level o f the spectacular, gestures, 

andd written or verbal utterances, to perceived political opponents and their sympathisers. According to Teresa 

dee Lauretis: 

Thee very notion of a "rhetoric o f violence" presupposes that some order o f language, some 

kindd o f discursive representation is at work not only in the concept "violence" but in the social 

practicess of violence as well. The (semiotic) relation of the social to the discursive s thus 

posedd from the start (de Lauretis 1989:240). 

Dee Lauretis goes on to argue that a 'rhetoric o f violence' also can involve a 'violence o f rhetoric'. I do not 

discountt de Lauretis's argument, however, in this text I am more interested with the former lian with a 
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violencee of a literary construct. My focus here, is on the 'here and now' of political violence, and not with 

'violencee that is in language', which is (speculatively), "before if not regardless of its concrete occurrences in 

thee world" (Ibid). I find that also in relation to rhetoric of political violence, mimesis plays a significant role in 

'reall  life' enactments. Representations of rhetorical devices of political violence, namely threats (e.g. verbal 

andd symbolic actions) involve 'creative imitation'. Here, combatants who engage in hegemonic versus 

counter-hegemonicc manoeuvrings for power, constantly innovate 'new" rhetorical devices to strike terror into 

andd prevail over opponents. These 'new' innovations are always 'creative imitations" or amimesis of rhetorical 

devicess used previously by combatants and their sympathisers. David Riches notes that the 'rhetoric of 

violence". . 

(has)) been given considerable attention by sociologists and anthropologists {e.g. Marsh, 
Rosserr and Harre 1978)...All of course agree that the function of threats of violence is to 
demonstratee a capacity to use real, or more serious, violence in order to prevail over an 
opponent.. However, what is at issue is the relationship between so-called threat and the real 
violencee that might ensue (Riches 1986:21). 

Inn Sri Lanka there are situated practices of political violence, which a/v rhetorical, insofar as they do convey a 

symbolicc threat to spectators. For example 'lamp-posting' or 'putting on tyres' (both means of execution- the 

firstt by tying executed corpses to street lamps and the second involves the burning of corpses or those still 

alivee on rubber tyres) - which would definitely fall into Riches' category of 'the real violence' - is also a 

rhetoricall  device. Since its semiotic imagery and impact carry with it an implicit threat of further (and possibly 

moree brutal) situated acts of political violence. Analytically speaking, this means that there is a degree of 

ambivalenceambivalence in rhetorical devices of (political) violence, where threats and 'real' actions can be initiated 

simultaneously.. I have a serious problem however, with attempts by anthropologists like Riches (and also 

sociologists),, who write about something called 'the real violence', a category that is ill explained or badly 

representedd in their writings. In order to overcome this and other problems posed by more conventional 

perspectivess on 'violence". I have instead tried consistently in this text (with help from critical poststructuralist 
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thinkingg and drawing from its alternative strategies), to highlight problems pertaining to: 

.. Representations that arise when an author is writing about 'reality', 

.. Essentialisin of 'violence", and 

 Inconsistent definitions. 

SemioticsSemiotics and Terror 

Inn the Sri Lankan conflict, systems of signs that highlight contemporary life differ somewhat between the two 

majorr theatres of conflict. However in both of these theatres, the common denominator is that symbolic 

meanings,, which these signs signify, are predominantly in relation lopolitical terror. In the southern, central 

andd western parts of the country, the T 56 assault rifl e (a Chinese manufactured copy of the ubiquitous Russian 

AKK 47) figured predominantly as an instrument of death. Particularly in the political violence that ensued 

betweenn the state's military forces and JVP paramilitaries, and soon earned itself a 'reputation' in 'the' popular 

culturee of the Sinhalese. Similarly, Japanese manufactured Mitsubishi Pajero jeeps became feared and hated 

symbols,, because a large number of death squads (that have operated from 1987 onwards) were reported by 

eyewitnessess (some of whom I have interviewed) to have used unmarked Pajeros in their extra-judicial 

activities.. 'The Pajeros' were mainly identified in popular culture with government death squads. There has 

neverr been any official confirmation that the activities of death squads were a policy of government. However, 

circumstantiall  'evidence' confirms that the government of Sri Lanka imported a large fleet of Pajeros to cater 

too the transport needs of its politicians and other government departments. Therefore, in popular culture, it left 

littl ee doubt as to the political affiliations and loyalties of'those masked agents of political terror and violence, 

whoo have operated with such impunity in these unmarked vehicles (sometimes in broad daylight). Killing s on 

bothh sides (i.e. by state forces and auxiliaries7 versus JVP paramilitaries) have involved the burning of the 

77 The JVP also engaged in a campaign of violence directed against other sections of Sri Lanka's political 
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dead.. d \ ing and injured, on heaps of used t_\res. Therefore, smouldering or burning tycs provide another 

macabree symbol o f political violence. From a rather cynical point of view these actions would appear to be 

similarr to that of. for instance, 'children playing a game'. However this is not the case and combatants often 

enactt these situated practices o f political violence in deadly earnest. Such 'symbols' have been taken up by 

variouss political cartoonists in the daily newspapers and political magazines, in their portrayals o f various 

aspectss of Sri Lanka's seasons o f death. Thee words 'T 56" and 'Pajero' have became catchwords in the popular 

lexiconn pertaining to political violence. O f course such essentialised images o f political violence gloss over 

muchh o f the suffering endured by the silent majority o f non-combatants. 

Inn the north and east o f the country, where warfare between the state's military forces and Tamil 

paramilitaryy groups has been taking place, 'lamp-posting' was a highly visible technique and symbol of 

politicall terror.8 The body o f a victim is either tied to a lamppost, sigipost or placed at a main crossroad, so as 

too attract the greatest attention. Accompanying this scene would be a message scrawled on a sheet o f paper 

explainingg the reasons for the 'execution', with warnings to the public that such activities, as those o f tie 

victimm (e.g. having differing political loyalties, betrayal, petty crime, etc) wi l l be met with death. In some cases 

thee bodies o f the victims are dismembered in order to strike more terror into the spectators. 'Lamp-posting' has 

beenn a commonplace tactic in the internecine warfare between the Tamil paramilitary groups. However, in the 

secondd insurrection (1987-1990) mounted by the JVP in the southern, central and western provinces, this tactic 

wass also fairlv common, the symbolism of which illustrates the spread and impact of mimesis in action 

(overarchingg political and ideological differences). Another ubiquitous and highly visible symbol is the cyanide 

capsule,, which is worn or carried on their person by Tamil paramilitaries. In the case o f the 'Tigers (LTTE) it 

community,, especially those that subscribed to left-wing politics. As a reaction to the carnage that fol lowed, 

individualss among these oppositional groupings joined with the state's death squads (auxiliaries) in the 

eliminationn (i.e. extra-judicial executions) of suspected JVP paramilitaries and sympathisers. 

ss Death squads active during the post-1987 violence later adopted this technique in the southern provinces. 
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iss compulsory that every paramilitary is handed (sometimes ceremoniously) a cyanide capsule 'necklace' upon 

completionn ol ' basic (three month) training. This ceremony has been captured on video by a BBC television 

documentaryy crew in: Inside Story: Suicide Killers  (1991). In this video, the LTTE's political 'porupalair ( in-

charge)) Yogaratnam alias 'Yog i ' , describes the process of death by cyanide. He says that death is caused in a 

teww seconds, when the cyanide enters the blood stream through wounds in the mouth and lips, which are 

causedd when the glass capsule is bitten on (and not as a result o f swallowing the cyanide, as is the commonly 

heldd belief). A more, uncommon, and less visible symbol o f execution was the 'green boat' service, used at 

oneone time bv the LTTE. This technique o f execution was more secretive, and those who were 'sent' for a ride 

onn the LTTE's 'green boat' never came back, instead they were allegedly dropped alive into the Indian Ocean 

withh a weight attached to their legs. The actual 'green boat', which symbolised this clandestine technique, was 

'retired"" and gifted to the EPRLF (i.e. during the days o f cordial relations between the two organisations, when 

thee united-front umbrella organisation ENLF was in existence). It is through rumour and oral narratives that 

secrett whisperings about a clandestine technique, such the 'green boat' service, comes to be known. And it 

alsoo through rumour and oral narrative that such a secretive method o f political violence has an impact on its 

audiencee (intended or random). Both these symbols signify political terror and of the cruelty o f war, and what 

wouldd be the outcome on capture or for dissent). The cyanide capsule, is also intended to signify the 'heroism', 

'selfless-dedication',, and martyrdom (Schalk 1991) o f Tamil paramilitary fighters. 

Thee concepts o f martyrdom and resistance o f the LTTE do not belong to the past, but are 
l iv ingg and highly cherished concepts, especially in areas culturally influenced by the 
LITE.. .Eachh village, municipality or town under the control of the LTTE has its visible signs 
o ff the celebration of martyrdom as a normal expression in daily life: the black tlags, posters, 
graff i t i ,, banderols over the streets, the renaming o f streets and lanes by names of martyrs and 
thee building o f commemorative stones in junctions. What an unnamed poet reflected upon at 
[the][the] occasion o f maviramal, "Great Heroes' day" on 27 November 1989, is expressed by 
thesee visible signs of this culture. It seems to have accepted that a new land hasto be built on 
thee bones of its martyrs..putiyu nutlirku kallaraikul attivurumaka tikulum ^ "The sepulchres 

99 "Mav i r Naal Heroes' Day. 27.11.89. [Brochure published by] Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam. [No date 

andd place given]. 4p" (Schalk 1991:4). I have translated 'Mavir Naal' as 'Heroes' Day'. 
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o ff the Tigers shall glimmer as coiner-stones for the new land"...The cult o f martyrs is defined 

off icial lyy by the leadership o f the L I T E as being a "secular" cult and reasons for this is 

evident.. Among the martyrs one can find Hindus. Catholics, Protestants. Muslims. Agnostics, 

andd Atheists (Ibid: 1-4). 

Whilee it was not compulsory for members o f some paramilitary groups to wear cyanide capsules, the popular 

appeall o f this symbol was such, that cadres from these organisations made specific requests for the supply o f 

cyanidee (some o f which I witnessed). In fact I even got involved in some arguments in ah attempt to dissuade 

requestss for the supply of cyanide capsules. However, the popular appeal and power o f this symbol was such, 

thatt all rational arguments and examples o f prisoners who had survived their ordeals and continued to play 

veryy useful roles in other struggles was to no avail. The LTTE in particular, among the Tamil paramilitaries, 

celebratee the deaths o f their cadres through the constructed and reified images of 'martyrs' and 'heroes'. 

Publicc signboards (billboards) placed at the intersections of main thoroughfares with larger-than-life 

technicolourr paintings'  o f the fallen (who are thus elevated to the status o f hero or heroine), commemorative 

monumentss and a daily register of casualties in the battlefield are the most common representations of this 

martvrology.. The most revered among these belong to a élite paramilitary suicide-commando unit called the 

BluckBluck Tigers. A specially trained and powerful tactical unit set-up in order to carry out spectacular operations, 

particularlyy against high-ranking military personnel, 'enemy' politicians and associated VIPs. along with an 

assortmentt o f military and civilian targets ranging from infrastructural installations, hardware and equipment 

too business centres, bus stands and rush hour traffic. Myths or narratives about the life o f the dead hero or 

heroinee accompany the reverentially constructed martvrology associated with Black Tigers and other higlv 

profilee combat casualties. 

Ass a first "martyr" is counted C. Catiyanathan ("Cankar", "Cures") who "attained 

martyrdom"" on 27th November 1982 (Dairy of Combul. p.31). With him starts the counting 

o ff martyrs and the day of his death has become the calendrical national "Great Heroes' day" 

inn Alongside the painting o f the hero/heroine are symbolic 'tools of the trade' (e.g. paintings o f various types 

off weaponry camoullage uniforms, etc). 
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onn 27th November. Today it is no exaggeration to say that within the LTTE and with support 
off  large pails of the population a cult of martyrs had gradually grown. In the martyriology [sic-
added]added] of the LTTE were codified more than 2000 names in 1990 and the duration of the 
"Greatt Heroes' day" has increased from one day to a week in 1990 (Ibid: 2). 

Thee BBC television documentary titled Inside Story: Suicide Killers (1991), deals with aspects of the political 

violencee in Sri Lanka (especially the North-eastern theatre of conflict) and its spill over effect in India (i.e. the 

assassinationn of Rajiv Gandhi allegedly by the LTTE in Madias).11 In this detailed documentary, a very 

interestingg account is given about a monument constructed by the LTTE to commemorate and reify their 

martyredd heroes/heroines who died in the operation to gain control of the historic 17th century Dutch fort in 

Jaffna.. Beside a replica model of the fort, on the walls of which are the photographs of the fallen are cemented. 

iss a playground for children. In this playground there are some seesaws for children to play on. The handles of 

thee seesaws are made of wood but here there is a difference. They are exact replicas of AKM assault rifles 

(masjaziness and all) which the children hold on to while seesawing.12 This scenario is a clear example of how 

thee LTTE hierarchy attempts to construct and reify its martyrs and at the same time make use of symbols of 

politicall  violence (i.e. the AKM assault rifle) to further their political and military ambitions. All this is carried 

outt with a view to create a cultured atmosphere among the Tamil public-at-large and children in particular, and 

iss aimed at bringing about a familiarity with violence, death and war; support for their 'war efforts': and most 

importantlvv future recruitment. At every turn, the Tiger's have attempted to symbolically conflate themselves 

1 '' The nine volume and over 1.000 page final report of the Special Commission conducted by the one-man 
panell  headed by Justice Milap Jain, which probed the conspiracy aspects of the Rajiv Gandhi assassination 
wass submitted 'to the government of India on 7*'1 March 1998. Besides the Home and Law Ministries, the 
Centrall  Intelligence Bureau (C1B). the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) of the cabinet secretariat and 
thee Central Bureau of Investigation (CB1) were involved in the 'action-taken' report's preparation. The Jam 
Commissionn Report was tabled in the Lok Sabha. along with the 'Action-taken' Report. They suggest in 
theirr contents that a probe should be conducted into the alleged links of the LTTE with "foreign hands 
behindd the killing" - where both the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Israeli Mossad are 
implicated. . 

122 Following the screening of this documentary, there was a fair amount of criticism leveled against the LTTE 
fromm within"and without the Tamil community, for its cynical manipulation of a symbol of violence in a 
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withwith the Tamil people. In other words, the agenda ot" the LTTE is portrayed and persistently endorsed to be 

synonymouss with that of' T h e Tamil People'-at-large. Some scholars, for example the Suede. Peter Schalk. 

followw this trend and represent an essentialtsed and homogenised view of T h e Tamils' and The i r Society' at 

limess with a rather moralistic undertone. 

Thee embargo and isolation makes the remaining Tamils in the North and East a separate and 

marginalisedd moral community o f unbendable sufferers with a common experience of the 

language,, history and land, and a common preparedness to suffer still more fo ra higher cause 

whichh lias been formulated and displayed by the LTTE in a paradigmatic way, the cause o f 

becomingg a martyr for Tamili lam. There is a strong support for this ideal even from 

unexpectedd parts o f the Yalppanam [Jaffiui] society, from mothers (Schalk 1991:3). 

Thiss underlying theme runs along all cultural propaganda efforts attempted by the LTTE both within and 

withoutt Sri Lanka. Some of the techniques adopted by the LTTE to enhance the impact o f their 'cul tural ' 

messagess include: songs (the latest of which are released on compact disc in the United Kingdom), poems. 

consumerr products (such as wristwatches produced in Switzerland and which have the Tiger logo on the dial). 

phone-inn news services (aimed at the Diaspora of Tamil refugees overseas, which give 'the latest updates' o f 

'thee situation' in T a m i l Eelam'). local radio and television broadcasts (limited to certain parts o f the Jaffna 

peninsula),, videos, newspapers, magazines, etc. The multifaceted activities of the LTTE illustrate that it is a 

trcinsnaiioiuiltrcinsnaiioiuil paramilitary movement, which operates with ease in an increasingly postmodern wor ld. The 

reorganisationn o f the JVP overseas by exiled paramilitaries and sympathisers, is tentative a step in the process 

towardss becoming a transnational movement. 

Inn relation to the audio-visual dimension, the role o f cinema as part of the aesthetics o f violence is also 

notable.. While the construction o f a cultural 'atmosphere' in terms o f political violence among Tamils, is o f 

generall importance to the L I T E hierarchy (i.e. in line with their aims and objectives), it is even more 

importantt to create such an 'atmosphere' among their paramilitary fighters. Macho images o f heroic and 

embattledd warriors in heavy action war movies have long been a favourite theme among paramilitary 'movie-

"playy ground' for children. Subsequently, the LTTE replaced the offending handles with more regular ones. 
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goers".. It is rumoured among Tamil paramilitary circles, that the LTTE supremo had some of his favourite 

videoss subtitled in Tamil as (educational) entertainment for his paramilitaries who lived in camps. Among 

thesee was a f i lm called Operation Daybreak. This f i lm is set in war torn Europe during the Second World War. 

Thee main theme is the story of two heroic resistance fighters against the Nazis. In the 1st scene, the Nazis are 

aboutt to pump water into the basement, where the two heroes and their comrades-in-arms (all dead by now), 

hadd been resisting all advances by superior forces. The two heroes know that it means the end for their 

resistancee but refuse to surrender, and instead take the suicide option, by embracing and firing each other's 

pistolss simultaneously. This visual image is accompanied by the sound o f two gunshots. The Nazis o f course 

aree left looking at each other incredulously, at the nobility and gallantry of 'the ultimate sacrifice' o f the two 

resistancee fighters, before engaging in a professional clean up job. Given the LTTE's use of suicide as a key 

weaponn in its armoury, epitomised by the élite Black Tiger suicide squad, it is not surprising that Operation 

DaybreakDaybreak should be (or at any rate was at one time) a favourite o f the LTTE supremo. Through/m'we.v/.v an 

unseenn and unheard transition, from the aesthetic of the movie to the 'reality' o f the LTTE's 'unde^siege' 

resistance,, is made complete. Another favourite theme involves action movies in which Clint Eastwood plays 

thee hero. Here, the theme is that o f the ' tough' and 'lone' gunman, who delivers a kind o f ' r o u g h justice'. A l l 

inn all. war and action movies play a big role in the cultural 'development' and 'acclimatisation' o f 

paramilitariess to their role as agents o f political violence. In the 1980s propaganda videos on resistance 

activitiess by other paramilitary groups, like the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF), New People's 

Armyy (NPA). Partia Karkaris Kurdistan (PKK). etc.. were collected in international cities like London from a 

varietyy o f support groups. This material and other war documentaries added to the repertoire o f videos viewed 

byy Tamil paramilitaries, which include in-house LTTE productions o f actual and reconstructed battlefield 

footagee filmed by LTTE video teams during armed combat and special operations. In fact, the LTTE goes to 

suchh lengths, that when Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated by a LTTE woman suicide-bomber, the film o f a 
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cameramann alleged]) linked to the operation was used as material evidence by Indian investigators, which 

includedd the final frame of the explosion which killed the photographer. 

Itt did not make much of a difference to the LTTE if there was an ideological mismatch among these 

sometimess rather disparate political groups like the EPLF, NPA and PKK. All that mattered was that these 

videoss were from 'other liberation movements'. Apart from this, there were other movies too, which captured 

thee attention of Tamil paramilitaries. The story lines of these movies did not entail very much else, other than 

action,, action and more action. Rcimbo and Missing in Action, characterise this genre of'spectacular*  movies, 

watchedd avidly by paramilitaries, who enjoyed arguing about the various types of weaponry that were on 

display.. A residual effect of such aesthetics was such, that some paramilitaries even went so far as to adopt 

namess like "Rambo" as their 'iyakka pcicr' {"movement name") or nom de guerre. More recently, the LTTE 

havee been producing videos of'their military exploits against the Sri Lankan military, in the style of the Ram ho 

movies,, according to one of my informants. Perspectives discussed in this section support my initial argument 

(amongg others), that culturally situated meanings play an 'organising' role in situated practices of political 

violencee in Sri Lanka. 

Inn fact, the survival experiences of the Sri Lankan Tamil Diaspora in the face of cultural, racial and 

socio-economicc alienation, particularly in contemporary Western societies, reflect w hat Gottdiener refers to as: 

"["hee experience of deterritorialisation, which is produced by postmodern culture, can be offset 
ass a homogenizing tendency by the recovery of lost signifieds that have the power t> restore 
difference.. The individual capacity to resist, however, is hampered by the larger historical 
forcess of change, including wars, forced conversions, and large population migrations, which 
havee altered the geo-cultural landscape of the globe...resistance and recontextualization, like 
fragmentation,, dcterritorialization. and simulation, never achieve closure or domination, and 
thee quest for authenticity must contend, instead with an ironic and imperfect world that is as 
dependentt on chance, localized encounters, as on other forms of experience (Gottdiener 
1995:242-243). . 

II  le goes on to argue that the role of space- i.e. a material milieu - must not be neglected. 

ass manifested in localized differences which include valorized artifacts, local institutions,and 
ssmholicc modes of interaction. The experience of identity remains a combination of 
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fragmentationn and symbolic leveling that derives from the media and. simultaneously the 

unendingg search for authenticity which is as dependent on material artefacts, institutions, and 

localizedd space as it is on cognitive processes o f self-integration. In fact, the latter cannot 

proceedd without the former (Gottdiener 1995:242). 

Saussure'ss sign (i.e. the signifier or the acoustic image or sound-image o f the spoken word/speech plus the 

signifiedsignified or the meaning called forth in the mind o f the recipient resulting from the stimulation o f ihcsignifier) 

thenn is conditioned by cultural processes. Whereby the unity o f the signifier with the signified is a cultural 

conventionn and this unity is instantaneous in the mind o f the receiver but is a conditioned response to the 

stimuluss o f the acoustic image. Therefore rather focusing only on language (with the exception o f the all 

pervasivee rumours and political gossip) when examining the semiotic signs o f Tamil paramilitary nationalism, 

particularlyy the LTTE's in-house brand, one finds that the process of Tamil paramilitary identity formation 

conditionss the meanings that are held within a given semiotic symbol or sign. For example the 'treme-park o f 

death',, larger than life-sized, colour billboard paintings of martyred paramilitaries, other monuments like 

cemeteriess and the ubiquitous cyanide capsule. The bulldozing of LTTE cemeteries and demolition o f 

monumentss by the SL armed services further signifies the importance o f the semiotic arena. As are the 

disseminationn of LTTE videos and radio broadcasts overseas beamed at the Tamil Diaspora. Particularly those 

heraldingg the successes of its military operations (e.g. the decimation of the Mulh i t ivu garrison and 

subsequentt bulldozing of the entire complex), signifies a particular form o f communication through audio-

videoo channels vis-a-vis the LTTE and its recipient or target audience. This leads to a strengthening o f its 

supportt base, keeping morale up. justifying its militaristic stance and the multiple assassinations o f perceived 

orr pronounced enemies, etc as I shall discuss in the chapters that fol low. 

A l ll these politico-military manoeuvrings at the semiotic level have a decided impact with regard to 

ciliivatiiinciliivatiiin of the political identities of agents o f political violence, as well as hegemonic power in relation to 

thee practices of everyday life. From a Gramscian perspective Renate Holub argues, that: 

|Gramsci's|| concept of hegemony was capable o f probing relations o f power on a 
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microstructurall as well as on a macrostructural level. With this concept he had attempted to 

extendd relations o f power beyond the hierarchical relations o f state and citizen, where the 

state,, in its coercive function, in the realm of army, police and legislation, as political society, 

thatt is. was able to discipline the bodies of its citizens. The extension of power and 

dominationn to other areas o f society had led him to examine power relations in what he calls 

civi ll societv. in the institutions, in religious organizations, in educational systems as well as in 

families,, and indeed in the practices of everyday life. I f political society potentially disciplined 

thee bodies, civi l society disciplined above all the mind. Power was thus not only a relation 

whichh was operative between the state and the citizens, but also and beyond the state it was 

operativee in the relation between civic institutions and the practices of everyday life (Holub 

1992:196-197). . 

Powerr relations in the context o f this study also brings into focus the added but crucial role that non-

statee actors like paramilitaries play in relation to civil society and the practices of everyday life in 

deeplyy divided societies. And semiotic displays reflecting the hegemonic versus counter-hegemonic 

powerr play between Sri Lankan state forces and rebel Tamil paramilitaries, and between Tamil 

paramilitariess (i.e. intra-Tamil internecine warfare and power struggles), have a decided impact on the 

mindss unci bodies o f citizens - i.e. at both the mental and material planes. Needless to say. the 

svmbolicc domain o f mental images and maps in deeply divided societies has very tactile and material 

manifestations,, with considerable economic costs - point to which Gottdiener alludes - i.e. by 

socialisinuu the domain o f culture and linking it to economic development and political conflict. 
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